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Service Changes Addressed 
Count Topics 

5 Route 11 & 41 - Positive Feedback 
0 Route 11 & 41 - Negative Feedback 
7 Route 21 - Option 1 
0 Route 21 - Option 2 

8 Route 21 - Negative Feedback  
(Want a Downtown Transfer) 

2 Route 31 - Positive Feedback 
(Likes the Muldoon/Debarr Loop) 

1 Route 31 - Positive Feedback 
(Change Running Time 5 Min. later) 

2 Route 31 - Negative Feedback 
(Do not change) 

7 Route 31 - Negative Feedback  
(Want a Downtown Transfer) 

5 Other - Not Related to the 07-2018 
Service Change (Bring back the 36) 

3 
Other - Not Related to the 07-2018 
Service Change (Bring back the 36 - 
stop at the library) 

6 Other - Not Related to the 07-2018 
Service Change (Bring back the 60) 

40 Other - Not Related to the 07-2018 
Service Change (varies) 

168 Signed Petition 
* Each topic covered was tallied separately 
within each comment received 

 

 



PUBLIC COMMENTS  
I am an Administrator with the Federal Aviation Administration.  I do not drive. I am writing to 
express my displeasure with the new bus system. Prior to the implementation of the new bus 
system, I used to take the bus from work every day. My apartment is of 4th Avenue and Denali 
Street and my office is on 36th Avenue and C Street. Everyday, I used to board a 75 bus at 
36th and A Street to the 5th Avenue Mall, then walk to my apartment. Because 36th and A 
Street was a designated stop, I could plan my day and leave the office 10 minutes prior to the 
posted bus departure time. 
Since the implementation, which moved the scheduled stop to Fireweed and A St., the bus has 
no fixed schedule from my stop. I have tried to catch the bus many times, but I frequently 
leave the office 10 days before a scheduled bus, only to find out at the stop that the bus was 
early and passed my stop before my arrival. Often the following bus would ultimately arrive 
late, so I end up waiting outside for 20-25 minutes.  
My reaction to the new bus system has been to avoid People Mover entirely. I now use a 
combination of carpooling, teleworking, and taxis, to avoid having to use the bus at all.  
That said, I have two questions;  
Firstly, how many riders use the Fireweed and A St. stop versus the 36th and A Street stop? 
Secondly, would restoring scheduled departure times to this and similar high-traffic 
significantly slow route completion times? Lastly, I pose the following rhetorical question. 
What share of People Mover riders have the flexibility and resources to escape from a bus 
system that doesn’t work for them? 
I just have to say, WOW! Just when you thought an already crumby new service could not get 
any worse, then... BAM! We are having service change. How about just getting your shuttle 
drivers to learn how to stay ontime with what is written on the schedules, and not blow on 
through their runs, which leaves customers hanging?  
I think terminating 31 at northway mall is an awful idea, why do this when the shuttle runs are 
not big at all? Or for that matter, not that great at all from having some drivers that seem to 
think that schedule times do not apply to them. 
I don't know how this affects the late run, which I would not want to see go away, but seeing 
how things are changing for the worst, it wouldn't surprise me to see times cut on this so-
called new great service. I am a long time people mover customer that has not been happy 
with the new changes, and I have been putting in my complaints, which seems to not do 
anything at all. 
We generally like the new bus system... much quicker to get across Anchorage w/ the 15 
minute buses!! 
System needs to support riders during evening hours: Seems you tailored the Old Seward Hwy 
bus to favor commuters FROM south Anchorage. Lower income people commonly work shifts 
that run 1-10 pm. 
- REALLY need to add lunchtime, late eve busses out to Huffman so employees aren't 
stranded. 
- No way to get to the shopping,  industrial corridor of Old Seward Highway north of Diamond   
Blvd. 
- only rich people get to shop Goodwill, New Sagaya, Prov Family Med Ctr now... bus 36 gone...   



I can not! 
VERY DISINGENUOUS to claim People Mover runs til 2am. ONLY the tourists, employees using 
the airport OR bar hoppers which live in Spenard Rd hotels get 2am service... err...  use the Bus 
40. 
Saturday, Sunday NIGHTS... VERY depressing to be left out of fun events. Can GET there... but 
NO WAY HOME. Do you feel like walking 5-10 miles... in the dark.... cold... tired.... late at 
night? Toting a music instrument? .... YOU have a car. So u get to go when you feel like it. 
- Bus not leaving downtown after 6:15pm PREVENTS riders from attending  CULTURAL and 
SOCIAL and WORK events which typically end 10:30pm.  
- Think PAC, theater, music, faith based events, employees.... mmm... 
- Evening Service CAN be extended by cutting out the daytime buses which have the LOWEST 
riders... mmm??  
mmmm. 
Any thing you are/will do about South Anchorage = Ocean View ?? 
I still do not appreciate your cancelling Old route 60 and not having any replacement 
To whom it may concern, 
Please stop messing with the routes. Please dear god, stop messing with the routes.  
I don’t take route 21, or route 11. I take the 31. 
Last year when we suddenly had to figure out how to adjust our lives after the removal of 
several routes and stops, I counted every single blessing that my stop was not effected, and 
that I could still get to work on one ride.  
And now you’re threatening to take that from me. A loyal rider who has no drivers liscense, no 
car, who is forced to make housing decisions based on the bus routes served. I feel helpless, 
and scared that this is being forced upon me without my consent.  
I didn’t choose for my bus to start running every 30 minutes instead it taking me where I 
needed to go. And  I don’t care if my connection bus runs every fifteen minutes. Because I 
already get to work on one ride.  
I’m finally adjusting to this new schedule. The drivers are just now figuring out their routes, 
and managing to show up on time.  
Adding a loop up to Debarr and Muldoon doesn’t really add value to this new route. Riders can 
disembark at 6th and Muldoon and walk to that intersection in a reasonable time. And for 
those that can’t walk, bus 25 runs every 15 minutes during the week and has a stop right 
around the corner on Muldoon and 6th.   
I would much rather see more training for your drivers, more focus on Timeliness for these 
buses. The 31 at 3:50 from downtown regularly does not show up on time or at all. And the 
buses during rush hour are routinely filled to standing room only which is dangerous in those 
short buses.  
If your proposal for fixing those issues is not going downtown at all to avoid rush hour traffic 
during shift change, then perhaps you should change the manner in which the bus gets 
downtown, instead of removing that portion of the route. Regardless, this route needs more 
support not less coverage.  
What I see happening here is people who are already taking two buses to get where the need 
to go, now having to take three buses. And even if all of those buses run every 15 minutes, 
your rider isn’t saving time, or enjoying the service.  



I am lucky that I only have to take one bus to get from my house to my office without adding a 
half mile walk in either direction. 
 If you make this change, that will be my new routine and I will resent every single dollar I 
spend on this new poorer service because I won’t have a choice. Either take two buses which 
may still take up to an hour to get downtown each day, or add a twenty minute walk in each 
way.  
You, who are reading this. Do you take the bus to work every day, or do you drive? What effort 
do you have to put out each day to make your commute? Are you able bodied? Do you have 
an auto immune disease wrecking your knees?  
I wish I was in a position to just eschew the whole bus system in the first place, but I am not, 
and neither are the hundreds of people I ride with every day.  
Please leave bus 31 alone. Fix your systems first. Get your drivers better trained. Most of them 
don’t even know how to use the ticket app. 
The elimination of service to Downtown Anchorage will be disastrous for Northeast 
commuters to reach their workplace.  There appears no logical reason to not have a transfer 
location to Downtown at the Northway Mall stop.  Please reconsider this change.  Also, there 
are no times posted to determine whether an alternate route would be beneficial. 
I use Rt11 to go to the Senior Center. I like the change as I always get on the bus in time to 
take the scenic route to Gov Hill. Hopefully this means the bus will go to the Senior Center 
more frequently; one hour is a long wait.  
To whom it may concern, 
I am writing to express my opinion regarding the proposed changes to the #21 and #31. I think 
that neither of the proposed changes does anything to improve service for passengers along 
those routes. Cutting those 2 routes off from Downtown will force many people to transfer to 
reach a major destination, and will force people who currently transfer Downtown to have to 
make an additional transfer. 
Additionally, the truncation of the #31 to the Northway Mall adversely affects the northern 
sections of Fairview. In addition to cutting off access from Fairview to the Northeast, it also 
reduces the amount of buses traveling from Fairview to Downtown. The #30 is not easily 
accessible from the northern portion of the neighborhood (and the crossing 5th/6th Avenue 
couplet makes it difficult to access the #20). Since the #31 is presently twice as frequent as the 
#11 (running every 30 minutes instead of every 60 minutes), effectively, those riders see their 
service reduced by two-thirds (and on top of that, the #11 takes a less direct route to reach 
Downtown, compared to the #31). 
Additionally, nothing in the proposed changes addresses the lack of service along the Old 
Seward Highway corridor or along the Wisconsin Street/36th Avenue corridor. If the system 
was upgraded to become more ridership-oriented, then I would think it would result in more 
ridership, and thus more funding available for service. At the very least, the #91 (which has a 
30 minute cycle time, but 60 minute headways) can be extended further north to Tudor Road 
to address a coverage gap along that portion of Old Seward Highway and allow riders to 
connect to the #25 towards both Midtown/Downtown and Northeast Anchorage (VA Hospital, 
Tikahtnu Commons, Muldoon Transfer Center, Bartlett High School, etc). The Wisconsin Street 
corridor can be covered with an extended #65 and the 36th Street corridor can be covered 
with an extended #55 (Perhaps running Tudor Road, Elmore Road, and Providence Drive). This 



would allow for riders along both the Lake Otis Parkway and Jewel Lake Road corridors to have 
a one-seat ride Downtown, and (assuming hourly headways on both routes), can be done with 
2 additional buses.  
In any case, if it's non-negotiable and these changes are just being put forward for 
informational purposes, I would say that Option 1 for the #21 is a better option, but with a 
stop added at Pine Street & Debarr Road (for riders transferring from the #30 coming from the 
east who may not make the transfer if they ride all the way to Bragaw Street and back). 
I do believe that the upcoming changes in July 2018 present the opportunity to rectify some of 
the issues that were created as a result of the October 2017 changes, and People Mover 
should take advantage of this to provide better service for the passengers instead of looking to 
reduce service.  
Feel free to contact me if you have any questions regarding my ideas. 
 
4/20/18 Email: To whom it may concern, 
As part of the service changes proposed for July 2018, I would like to address the practice of 
having all trips run the full length of a given route. Prior to October 2017, there were some 
trips on the #25 (formerly the #75) which ran from Tudor & Elmore to either Downtown or the 
VA Hospital (or Muldoon Transfer Center to start a trip on another route). I think that practice 
should be restored. Providence Hospital and the Alaska Native Medical Center are close to the 
People Mover headquarters and partial trips on the #10 and #25 (and full trips on the #20 and 
#55) can be made by having some trips operate in revenue service instead of deadheading to 
the garage. 
Additionally, short-turn trips can be provided on the #30 route that start/finish at Alaska 
Regional Hospital (by deadheading up Lake Otis Parkway) instead of having those trips 
deadhead from Downtown or Muldoon. 
In addition to increasing frequency, this can also allow for a simple way to increase the span of 
some routes. I hope you will consider this as a cost-effective way to improve service on People 
Mover. 
Great idea for those of us who travel the #11. Thanks. 
I am writing to let you know the proposed changes do not help me get to work. I live in South 
Anchorage and do not have a car. If I pay for an Uber and only work a few hours because there 
are no costumers I make no money. All of Anchorage needs access to public transportation for 
getting to work. 
ROUTE 31 outbound  
I see that changes are coming to this route, I take outbound weekdays to work w/a transfer. If 
possible i would like to leave 5 minutes later so as not to arrive @ 6th & muldoon inbound 25 
so early, as it was a 15 minute wait for that this winter, which was a long wait in the winter.. 
Thanks for your consideration.  
I think the proposed change to serve Government Hill separately from bus 11 is a good idea. 
Dear Transit folks, 
In today's Daily News I saw your ad for comments regarding the proposed People Mover 
Service Change scheduled for July.   
Looking at the proposed changes on your website, I see that no mention is made of adding 



back the bus stop at the Loussac Library.  Perhaps this has already been done and I am 
unaware of it?  If not, I would strongly suggest that you provide a bus stop next to Loussac 
Library to make the library easily accessible again to all the people of Anchorage.  It is not 
logical to me that the City would spend millions of dollars to fund the library while, at the 
same time, making it harder for many library users to get to the library. 
Thank you for your consideration. 
I would like to suggest that a map of the new routes be in a more visible, safer, convenient 
place on the bus.  That it can be viewed whilst being seated.  As is standard on public 
transportation outside of Anchorage/Alaska. 
With such a drastic change of service in October system wide and individual route maps 
should have been on the paper timetables at each stop.  Not just in a timetable that is 
purchased or inside the transit center...it would be very helpful if the lovely large map of the 
system was visible from the outside to assist with route planning.  
It would also be extremely helpful if the first 4 times of bus departure/arrival was listed on the 
timetables of the frequent services.  Trying to calculate from the first given line of times when 
the bus will arrived when is 15 below is extremely difficult. 
Do administration actually use the People Mover service to go about their daily life?  
Not everyone has a smartphone! 
I use the now route 21 or 31 to get from Downtown to North Way Mall/Glen Square. 
I used to frequently use routes 15 and 8 to shop at stores that are not else where in the city or 
that carry items that are not found at their Dimond branches, combining shopping 
dDowntown with shopping at Northway Mall/Glen Square.  Efficiently using my time and 
frequently using public transport to meet my needs. 
Now because I need to walk 30 minutes to get to a bus to get Downtown...my use of the new 
route 31 has been limited....once month at most as opposed to weekly before October 21, 
2017. 
This is for several reasons...the inability to carry my often substantial and heavy purchases for 
a 30 minute walk to my house...now that there is no longer a route 36 within a 2 minute 
walk...the snow and ice conditions made the walking at times quite perilous...not to mention 
cars spinning out of control on the snow/ice on to the sidewalk..almost hit by car spinning 
onto sidewalk corner of A and 36th....and encounters with moose on the sidewalk (4 separate 
occasions) a most terrifying incident each time.  A trip that could be done in a few hours takes 
twice as long or several separate trips over a few days...due to the lack of a service that once 
was. 
This latest change will make it impossible for me to do my shopping to support my very small 
humble small business.  I will no longer be a consumer of local stores...forced to shop online. 
I was a frequent user of People Mover..at least 4 times a week...using route 36 to my 
destination or to connect to routes to Downtown, Northway Mall, East High/UAA, Dimond 
Mall, Airport, Loussac Library.  These past 6 months...I have used the service at most 3 times in 
a month and no longer the purchase of a day pass but a single each way trip.   
I can no longer use the airport service...although ironically now that is more frequent...I can 
not roll my small luggage or carry an overnight bag for a Fairbanks flight for a 30 minute walk 
along icy, snowy, broken sidewalks... 
I can no longer get to Lousacc library safely, easily and conveniently once a week. 



I can no longer do my complete shopping in one visit at Carrs Minnesota/Northernlights and 
then bus home with the heavy groceries...some weeks..no grocery shopping could be done 
due to unsafe walking...the recent freeze/thaw made it absolutely perilous to walk along 
Northern lights.  I was house bound for almost 2 weeks...and then it took 40 minutes of 
walking cautiously on ice to get to the store even with ice grips on my shoes, along with 
several encounters on the sidewalk with moose. 
And now it seems I will no longer be able to shop Downtown and then get out and back to 
Northway Mall easily or conveniently. 
The extra travel time is taking me away from my being able to spend time working. 
I would also like to write about the other possible direction I can take to get to public 
transport...down Wisconisn to Spenard..another 30 minute walk to the nearest stop. 
I have being harassed and needed to step around sleeping homeless, drinking persons and 
abandoned shopping carts at the nearest stop for me to get to Dimond (route 65 start on 
Spenard/Wisconsin) each and every time in the last 6 months. 
Always the 9.59am bus....even the humiliation of a driver laughing at me when I stated how 
insecure I had felt one particular morning waiting for the bus next to the people drinking 
alcohol and smoking (not cigarettes!) the abandoned trash filled shopping carts, and the 
sidewalk covered in thrown fast food.   
This was the last time I took the bus from this stop.  I will not ever again endanger myself by 
going to this stop...no matter how inconvenient and necessary for me to get to Dimond...I will 
not use this route.  
This is not "better service, less waiting"...it is reduced service only hourly and not from a place 
I feel safe. 
Please consider supporting the residents of areas other than Spenard and Muldoon.  The 
residents of Turnagain also need a service that they can use and feel safe with.  Safe from the 
at times very difficult, dangerous weather conditions, the wildlife and people who are 
threatening to others. 
Please consider this suggestion to run the 65 Downtown along Wisonsin and Northern 
Lights...so that we, the people of this area who now have to walk unsafely can at least get to 
and from the grocery store more safely with heavy groceries and/or connect better and more 
timely with other routes and not find ourselves in unsafe areas.  Never before have there been 
so many pedestrians along Northern Lights up to Minnesota. 
I had never felt unsafe waiting for a bus at any time in the last 5 years prior to October 21 
2017.  I have never at any time up to now felt unsafe when actually on the bus.  The drivers 
who have been driving prior to the changes know me, greet me, are very kind, cheerful and 
are for the most part appalled when I tell them of my experiences each time I need to use the 
public transport service.   
It is my hope that the Administration will show the same understanding, compassion and try 
to make this a safe, usable service for all not just a service to meet the needs of those living in 
one area...the east of the city.   
Is cutting a key route more important that the safety of its users?  Public transport should be 
able to safely serve the whole community not a select few. 
Taking taxi or any other ride service is not a financial option. 
In 2017 there was a total of 23 pedestrians and cyclists struck by oncoming traffic in 



Anchorage.  
As I write there is an active man hunt for 2 armed suspects getting quite close to my area. 
Thank you for your consideration of my concerns. 

Transit Planning, 
I appreciate People Mover services and Transit Planning taking the time to make important 
changes; however, I noticed with numerous changes in routes, People Mover fares has 
remained the same. The change in routes has also increased my fare from $ 2 to $ 5 by forcing 
me to take additional routes in order to arrive on time at my destination.  
In my opinion, $ 60.oo regular monthly fare to work and offsite work training is excessive for a 
Federally-funded program; especially,when the Alaska PFD has drastically decreased. Being in 
touch with the community also involves understanding political factors that may impact our 
society. Everyone doesn't qualify for a half-fare. People Mover riders are not all students that 
attend local colleges or universities.   
Discrimination of discounted fare based on socioeconomic factors include providing 
preferential treatment for a protected class of people while forcing the working-class to pay 
full priced fare. A change in the amount of regular monthly fares consistent with Alaska PFD 
unpredictable changes combats discrimination based on socioeconomic factors.   
Civil rights laws and regulations, which prohibit workplace discrimination on the basis of race, 
color, national origin, sex, disability, religion, age, genetic information, equal pay 
compensation, and reprisal in employment and the provision of government...are referenced 
online at the following web link 
https://www.transportation.gov/civil-rights 
Thank-You For Your Service 
I am questioning your planning decision to end the bus service on the Old Seward Highway 
between Tudor Road and Dimond Blvd.  Perhaps you can share the  statistics that caused your 
decision?  And now that you travel on C Street  may I have the numbers on that route too? 
Between Tudor and Dimond Blvd. 
I am withholding any judgement of your decision until I have all the facts because It appears to 
be a faulty one! 
Need to put the minor holidays back on the schedule - most people work them 
Restore bus service on 36th Avenue, service to the library from the former #2 route down 
Lake Otis, down 36th Avenue and to Minnesota on Spenard 
Bring back 20-ride tickets for frequent riders 
There have been times for the night route that I have missed both routes. Asking to put one 
more night route for the # 91. 
Peter Creek bus route dropped. Need rides to Anchorage. :( 
The changes to the old #11 look good - thanks 
The #11 should be better for us, especially disabled. 
Looking forward to trying the #41! 
Rider's work schedule in Anchorage OPA is 8:30 am - 4:00 pm. Picking him up at the proposed 
8:30 am time will not work for his present employment. Please adjust the hours or operation 
for the senior center so ridership can start at 7:00 am pick-up.  



Need to get the minor holidays back on the bus schedule because most people must ride the 
bus and for doctor's appointment scheduling. 
Restore the #2 from Lake Otis on 36th going to the Loussac Library and route #36. 
Meeting: Prefer option #1, but would prefer to keep the City Hall portion to downtown with 
either option to get to the VA. I would have to catch 3 buses where as with keeping the city 
hall trip portion I would just need to catch 2. The amount of time on the buses doesn't not 
matter to me. 
Email: The changes do not make since. If someone needs to get downtown, they should not 
have to take 2 buses. Right now with the routes going to city hall it is perfect. I can catch the 
route 21 and go straight downtown but with the purposed changes I would have to transfer to 
a second bus. 
The proposed July 2018 changes are good. The option #1 that runs up Bragaw to Debarr for 
better bus connection is preferred on route #21.  
BUT we need to still keep a connection via Glen Highway. This is a MISSING LINK. There are 
nice restaurants on the Glen Highway, that would not be covered with the #20 route. It splits 
and goes down to 3rd Avenue which does not cover that area (especially with a large 
embankment encountered).  
Since February when you cut the bus stops around 5th Avenue and Karluk, on #91 and NOW 
you are cutting any connection to that area by cutting bus route #21 also. You even cut bus 
#31 which would have been the only lasting link.  
Since #21 is covering a much greater needed area, it would be more advisable to have #31 
cover the Glenn Highway connectin between Northway Mall and downtown.  
This is a terrible idea. This bus needs to go downtown, many people who use this bus, use it to 
go to work. Changing the route and making us have to go to debarr street and catch the 30 
will add time and significant hardship. It is already hard to make the trip and having to change 
buses will add to that problem. This bus struggled to get on track and it is just now getting 
reliable, and for those of us who use it to get back and forth to work a new adjustment period 
not only hurts us but our employers as well. I encourage you to not be hasty and give this 
some more thought. It was never a good Idea to have this stop in front of the city hall building, 
I am sure a big part of this issue is just that the people who work there don't want the 
aggravation of all the people who hang out waiting for a bus. The planners should have 
thought of that before hand. Don't make me pay for your bad decisions. Don't change this 
bus.... 
The stops at 4ABN should be on different sides (East/West) of the street because it is difficult 
to cross. One before the light & one after the light - opposite ways.  
Bus drivers are not currently allowing passengers to safely exit the bus. They start driving 
before I can exit. People with walkers are getting shuffled. 
Between 4th & Pine, no one is riding the bus 
Time limit for how long it takes to pay 
Wished the bus went town to 10th & Turpin 
Fewer bus stops between OKBD & MD-6. 
Prefer to have comment submitted first, then propose changes 
I am the guardian for a recipient of anchor rides in the eagle river area.  She currently pays 
$5.50 per one way ride to anchorage and return back to eagle river for another $5.50.  Her 



pick up times are on a schedule and we do not have to call to request pick up.  Her funding for 
riding Anchor Rides is thru the people mover financial assistance for disabled adults.  
Will the Chugiak Senior Service bus provide the same services? 
I am opposed to the proposed changes to Route #21. Route #21 should continue to provide 
direct service to downtown.  
The community in north Mountain View that is served by Route #21 is a low income and high 
minority population community. That People Mover passengers traveling from this area will be 
required to transfer to another vehicle and pay an additional fare in get to a transit hub causes 
"disproportionately high and adverse human health and environmental effects, including 
social and economic effects of programs and activities on minority populations and low-
income populations which is against Title VI guidelines as state on the People Mover website 
(http://www.muni.org/Departments/transit/PeopleMover/Pages/TitleVI.aspx. 
Not every passenger can afford weekly or monthly bus passes and for some lower income 
households even coming up with the money for a day pass each morning can be a hardship. 
The old Route 45 which served this neighborhood used to provide access to multiple transit 
hubs with one fare and no transfers to downtown and to the U-Med/Alaska Native Medical 
Center area. Your current proposal will provide service to bus stops on the side of the road 
where passengers can wait for another bus and pay an additional fare to travel to a transit 
hub. 
I currently know of passengers who travel on Route 21 and 31 to downtown to transfer 
opportunities to Route 30 for travel to the Muldoon Transit Hub and REQUIRE TRANSFERS to 
travel to downtown. 
I do like the changes to the Route 31 to serve the Muldoon Transit Hub. While I would prefer 
that this route still served downtown, Route 31 passengers could transfer to Route 21 at 
Northway Mall or at he Muldoon Transfer Center and this route would continue to serve a 
transit hub. Route 21 passengers could transfer to Route 31 if they want to go to the Muldoon 
Transit Hub. 
All other People Mover Routes serve at least one transit hub and Route 21 should continue to 
serve the Downtown Transit Center. 
If an "unwritten" goal of these changes is to have fewer buses at City Hall then I suggest that 
the four parking meters be removed from in front of the transit center and have the smaller 
buses load there. 
I am a resident of Eage River. We would like the hours of operation to be where if you are 
working a swing shift or something they could get home, to stores, local doctor's offices and 
even church functions. 6:00 am - 12:30 pm or something similar so residents can actually get 
things completed riding public transportation not just the hours that the senior center 
operates. 
I reside at Centennial Village, Route 31. Monday thru Friday I have lunch with about 20 other 
residents and we're hoping with the proposed changes of Route 31, you change it back so that 
it goes to Muldoon Fred Meyers. Most of us rely on People Mover to go shopping, GCI, and 
the banks. We were not able to use the present route with changing over to Route 25 because 
of the inclimate weather along with our age and infirmities. 
Change anything as long as it includes Route 31 going to Fred Meyers on Muldoon and DeBarr 
Thank you. 



Change Ride Guide to incorporate actuall times instead of "every 15 minutes" 
I live in Airport Heights, which lost residential bus service in the Oct-Nov 2017 changes. There 
are 3 adults & 1 car in my household. We rely on the bus for my 20-year old son to get to APU 
& to his 2 jobs. He can no longer take the bus to get to school/work because of the new 
scaled-back system. It is a disaster all over town to eliminate residential bus service 
everywhere except Mountain View, which is getting all of the residential bus service. 
My questions: Why is my neighborhood denied bus service while Mountain View gets very 
good residential service? Why is Turnagain/Wisconsin denied service? Why is Spendard denied 
service in it's neighborhood? 
This is inequal bus service. What doesn't my neighborhood count? Bus service is an essential 
service. It's not about money when the city has $80 million to spend on a payroll system that 
doesn't work. Take a few million from that and put it towards the bus system and you could fix 
it. 
If People Mover wants to continue route 21 (loop), option #1 would make "the loop" a little 
better for me. However Route 20 buses are usually sufficient (and excellent) for me 99% of the 
time. If People Mover would like to save some money, I would be fine with them re-allocating 
all of route 21 assests to other People Mover purposes. Thank you for the meeting freebies at 
the Mountain View Library Meeting 
I favor option #1 for route #21 and feel that increasing the frequency of route #11 to every 
half hours would be beneficial for Senior Center access and the Saturday Weekly Food Pantry 
at MLK Jr / Shiloh Mission Church at 1928 Juenau Street. 
My comment on this matter: I have ridden the bus 45 which has been changed to the 21 & 20 
in the Mtn. View area. And with the change that was made in Oct, we have to wait 1 hour or 2 
for a bus to come. There is no good shelter for us to stand in and the structure you do have 
there freezes up and is not covered. We always here about budget money, what about the 
people who have to wait? The old bus system that worked for 40 years should be reinstalled.  
Also, the bus drivers  should talk more to the passengers. When you have someone unrully on 
the bus, get out of your seat and get them off the bus or call the police. The older drivers 
would not take this. Your driver should be trained better than they are.  
Plus, Anchorage Bus fares are too high. I have been out of the city and the bus fares are all 
much lower. 
Put the 45 back on route, keep the 45 going downtown and have a place to wait when your 
buses are late. 
I oppose elliminating route #21 going downtown and requiring riders to take 2 buses in the 
same neighborhood for access to downtown.  
Please ellimate the shelter on Mtn. View Dr west of Bragaw as has been requested numerous 
times.  
Eliminate route #21 off Parson Ave. and move it out the Mtn. View with access to downtown 
For route 21, I think that Option #1 is best! It allows people to transfer to the #30 bus easily, 
which takes people to the Muldoon Job Center (very important). Also in regards to shopping at 
Wal-mart & Fred Meyer, with the #2 option on the route 21 there are too many transfers, it 
would be really unpleasant.  
I prefer #1 it is a better option, then I can transfer buses. 



First, I want to tell you how much I appreciate the city’s willingness to look at changing the 31 
to include Fred Meyer and Walmart stores. 
I live in Centennial Village in the area of Peck Ave.  My brother also lives here and depends 
heavily on taking the bus to the store.  I have a car that we sometimes share, but it’s old and if 
it breaks down, then I will also be without a vehicle.  We used the #3 bus to get to Fred Meyer, 
the Library, and were able to walk to Walmart, although it wasn’t easy in the winter.  The 
change in the route for #31 has had a direct impact to the quality of life for many of the elder 
and vehicle less people in this area.  When you’re 70+ years old and somewhat frail having to 
get off the 31 and wait for the 75 (I think it’s called #75) is not conducive to safety and health.  
It also doesn’t make sense for the 31 to not go such a short distance to get to Fred Meyer.  
Although getting off at 6th Ave. is not a long distance for someone young to walk, it can be 
very difficult for someone that is old.  I ask that you change the 31 to include the Fred Meyer, 
Walgreen’s and Walmart stores.  If you go to the Fred Meyer store this will enable people to 
get to the library and public assistance office as well. 
I hope you will continue to drive to the main office of Centennial Village to pick up passengers.  
People that live at the end of Peck can take the tram up the hill to get to this pick up point. 
Again, I thank you, 
Please!dont change or discontinue this bus route. It is my only transportation and I depend on 
it coming to Centennial Village.  Thank you. 
I am a care provider for two adults with disabilities and we live in the Chugiak area. Both of 
these adults attend day programs (Cindy and Vic’s, Hope Studios) and supportive employment 
(Assets, Inc) positions in Anchorage. They have participated in these programs for many years 
and they are such an important part of their life. They have been dependent on the Anchor 
Rides to get to and from their programs. I am requesting that the routes to and from Eagle 
River and Chugiak continue or that similarly scheduled and priced rides be available as an 
alternative. Without these rides, these two young adults will not be able to continue 
participating in these programs and job opportunities, and this would be devastating to them. 
Uber and Taxi services would be very cost prohibitive on their very limited income.  
Please contact me if you would like their ride schedule details or other information. 
I would prefer: Option 1 on Route 21 
route 11 split: this is a no brainer to do for people who can't read bus schedules. The biggest 
advantage will be that it can show the time for departures for City Hall to Senior Center leg on 
the board outside City Hall. 
While the objective of improving on time performance is a good one, doing it by eliminating a 
large part of the routes is not an advantage because it cuts out access to Northway Mall, 
leaving the only route passing near there to route 20. I try not to take buses on this route 
because it is not pleasant to ride with drunks and people who are rude, belligerant or acting 
crazy and there are more of those people on this route than any other one.  The last time I 
rode a bus on this route from the transit center, the bus drive finally put a guy off the buss for 
cussing and harassing passengers. The lady next to him repeatedly asked him not to cuss on 
the bus as there were children present. 
I also am unhappy that there is no access to bus stops on routes 21 or 31 in the areas between 
Karluk (route 31 and Northway Mall, leaving quite a long walk to get to some of the businesses 
on east 5th Avenue. 



I have been using the bus service for over 16 years.  I recommend that you do not further 
disrupt riders and create hardship by the proposed changes to Route 21 and 31.  Catching 
multiple busses to get to one location increases travel time, is less efficient, and may create 
hardships for disabled passengers.  
I keep hearing that the bus system needed to be changed because of a decline in ridership.  
Somehow this led to the conclusion that the routes needed to be severely modified.  However, 
according to Peoplemover.org the ridership reached its peak in 2008.  The routes in 2008 were 
very similar to the routes that we had in 2017. This would imply that it is not the routes 
themselves that caused the decline in ridership and that there were other factors that led to 
the decline in ridership.   The Anchorage School District, the Municipality of Anchorage, and 
the State of Alaska all had populations decline during from 2008 to 2017. 
Below is my general comments regarding the new bus system that was effective October 23, 
2017. 
Route 40 
There seems to be a severe over allocation of resources to the airport.  It seems strange that 
access to the airport was more than quadrupled under the new system. I just don’t 
understand why it is more important to make the bus system more convenient for someone 
traveling in Anchorage once a year while at the same time making it more inconvenient for 
people that take the bus every day.  
It is very awkward watching route 40s travel through Spenard with the lights off inside the bus 
because they are empty. I work in a tall building in midtown, so I see routes 10 and 40 drive by 
all day and in the evening. This is just going to lead to more complaints from the taxpayers and 
stakeholders of why my taxpayer dollars are being spent on “empty busses”. 
It just seems like the new combination of Route 40/65 is dramatically less efficient/productive 
than the prior route 7A, 7J combo. I don’t think this is just my experience because the minutes 
of the PTAB seem to indicate route 40 is having “productivity” issues.  I don’t think increasing 
marketing to hotels and airports is going to help much. I used to work for a company that 
owned a hotel. The hotel always had multiple ride guides in the lobby and informed guests 
about the public transportation options.   
I don’t think there are enough passengers to sustain route 40 as a high frequency.  This is just 
my personal observation from riding route 40.  The changes that went in effect in October 
appear to have resulted in less passengers per bus.  I have frequently rode route 40 from 
downtown to Spenard with less than 5 people on the bus the entire trip. For the majority of 
my trips, by the time route 40 gets to the intersection Spenard and International Airport road, 
the bus is empty because the majority of bus riders do not actually need to go to the airport.  
This would have been obvious to anyone who used to ride/drive the old  Route 7A or when the 
airport route used to go all the way to the Fedex building. Even with hourly service to the 
airport, the old Route 7A was rarely full in the summertime, so I don’t know why service to the 
airport was dramatically increased.  The current route 40 seems less efficient than the 
productivity of the old the routes 36 and 60 which were eliminated. Not to mention that 
almost daily occurrence of route. I remember the old days of route 7j when I could not even 
find a seat. 
Most of the drivers have expressed similar opinion.  Recently, one driver stated the high 
frequency routes should run every 20 or 30 minutes instead of every fifteen minutes. 



Out of Service Policy 
I recommend you publicly disclose your “out of service” policy with regards to the high 
frequency routes.  A stated policy will let the riders know under what conditions a bus’s status 
to out of service status.  Since October, riders have been separately discovering this new 
inconvenient policy Currently the out of service policy an unknown policy that leads to massive 
confusion, anger, and many complaints to customer service and on Facebook.  I think 
disclosing the policy in the ride guide will reduce the amount of calls to customer service. 
I was perplexed when I first experienced an “out of service” bus because this has never 
happened to me in the past 16 years.  I planned my trip with multiple connections of course. 
Saw the bus on the tracking system and watched it drive by all the passengers. What was 
amazing is that on this day, there were 20 riders between Tudor and Fireweed that were 
waiting on that route 25 that went “out of service”.   
Please update the Info point bus tracker system to include a status of “Out of Service”.  This 
feature will let riders know that even the route is only 7 minutes late and is traveling down its 
designate route, it will not necessarily be stopping to pick up more passengers. 
Stressing out drivers 
The high frequent routes appear to be adding stress to the drivers. One day I stood in the 
downtown transit center and observed the drivers.  They seemed really stressed and were 
walking very quickly in the process of switching busses. Then they would complain that why I 
am rushing, there are only a couple of people on the bus anyway.  During evening rush hour, I 
observed 3 high frequency routes depart the downtown transit center with less than 3 people 
on each bus   
One day I observed one driver making disparaging remarks about how another driver is slow, 
lazy and keeps getting lapped on the high frequency routes. 
Route 65 Proposed Service /Route Modification 
I recommend that you modify route 65, so that it continues all the way to downtown via 
Spenard Road like the old route 7J. Having route 65 terminate in middle of Spenard has 
created hardship and safety issues for riders traveling North/South and for Spenard residents 
traveling south.   
One potential way to accomplish/pay for this modification is to cut one of the route 40s.  I 
don’t think this will cause hardship to people in Spenard because under my proposed 
modification, Spenard residents will still have 4 routes going through their neighborhood every 
hour: 3 route 40s and 1 route 65. 
Restore all stops on route 65.  People have to walk 1/4 to 1/3 of a mile to and from the stops. 
It is interesting to watch the drivers reaction when they see how many stops have been 
removed and how far people have to walk. There does not appear to be any measurable 
benefit to removing the stops because many of the drivers still stop at the removed stops 
anyway when idling or when letting passengers off.  
The biggest problem with removed stops is the intersection of Raspberry and Jewel Lake.  
Most of the people getting off in this area are trying to get to the south east portion of this 
intersection: Wells Fargo, Kaladi Bros, Daycare center, National Insurance etc..   However, 
there is no stop there. So they get off at the bus stop at the northeast corner of the 
intersection. Then they have to wait to cross Raspberry to get to their actual destination.  At a 
minimum, the stop outside the National Insurance building should be restored. 



 These route 65 modifications would: 
1. Reduce travel time for all passengers traveling north and south.
2. Provide direct access to south anchorage for Spenard and Midtown residents
3. Provide direct access to midtown and downtown for South Anchorage residents
4. Eliminate the need for the inbound Route 65 to idle on the side of the road.  The inbound
Route 65 currently idles to 5 to 7 minutes out of a 24-30 minute total route time. 
5. Provide a safer way to travel through Spenard
Route 65/40 Safety issues: 
Almost every week, I hear at least one person state how they uncomfortable waiting for a bus 
near the intersection of Spenard and Wisconsin. I have seen more bizarre behavior and 
criminal activity in the past 7 months in the Spenard and Wisconsin area than I have in the 
entrie16 years of riding the bus. 
There is rampant drug abuse and prostitution. I have seen both men and women urinating on 
the side of the Tesoro building. I have not even mentioned all the major crime events that 
have occurred near the interest of Spenard and Wisconsin over the past seven months. 
Riders are congregating near the Tesoro gas station.  The sidewalks are very narrow, so in the 
winter time riders waiting for the bus block sidewalk traffic.   
Riders are now also congregating in front of the Tesoro or inside the arctic entry of the Tesoro. 
Several times I have seen Tesoro staff members kick riders out of Tesoro’s arctic entry.  
One time I saw a woman with two kids in a stroller waiting in the arctic entry of the Tesoro 
trying to stay warm in the winter. 
Busses stopped outside the Tesoro are creating traffic problems.  One day I saw a car try to 
pass the bus.  The car hit the median and drove over the median veering into oncoming traffic 
in the northbound lanes. 
Conclusion: 
Please do not further disrupt the bus service for riders using route 21 and 31 with the 
proposed modifications. The proposed modifications will increase travel times and hardships. 
Please modify Route 65 by restoring the eliminated bus stops and by extending Route 65’s 
service area to the downtown transit center. My proposed modification Reduce travel time for 
all passengers traveling north and south.   
1. Provide direct access to south anchorage for Spenard and Midtown residents
2. Provide direct access to midtown and downtown for South Anchorage residents
3. Eliminate the need for the inbound Route 65 to idle on the side of the road.  e.
4. Provide a safer way to travel through Spenard
If the city hall buses dropped off at the transit center or maybe at the stop by the musk-ox 
store as a second-to-last stop. for senior/disabled bus users to walk or wheel to their buses 
easier esp. in winter, and people with babies and preschool kids, and people on their way to 
work or school. 

Since you and I last spoke at length in your office about People Mover on March 7, 2014 many 
serious problems have remained unaddressed.  In my opinion, the root cause is a 
management team that condones a schedule that forces speed, compromises safety, 
discourages customer service, creates low morale and leads to a high turnover of drivers that 
is not in the public’s best interests.  Ridership has been falling since 2008 and I think 



mismanagement is largely to blame.     
In your role as budget director, and with your past experience with PM management, I hope 
your concern with the bottom line includes worker’s compensation, accident liability, property 
damage, addressing assaults on the bus, and decreasing pedestrians risks in preventable 
accidents. 
 
INADEQUATE SCHEDULING AFFECTS SAFETY AND SERVICE 
In the most basic of decisions, management has failed to address drivers’ physical needs, and 
so has created unnecessary risks.  People Mover has for years written a schedule that does not 
respect a driver’s need for bathroom breaks!  You stated in the 12/7/11 safety meeting that 
only 4 minutes for recovery time was not adequate and needed to be adjusted.  It usually 
takes a minimum 7 minutes for a bathroom visit at Downtown Transit when sidewalks are not 
icy.  There is not adequate time in the schedule for loading and unloading and not a real 
cushion for other variables.  That is a management decision that does not support drivers, 
customer service or safety.  Buses start late, customers are upset and drivers are unnecessarily 
stressed and demoralized and fatigued.   I told you when we met in March 2014 about 
continuing problems with drivers ignoring yellow and red lights in an attempt to keep an 
unrealistic schedule.  Other drivers in the Tigger schedule meetings told you the same.  No 
Tigger meetings have been held for a long time.  The four minutes “recovery time” at the end 
of a run is still routine.  How discouraging for a driver who wants to do a good job and is 
thwarted from performing real customer service!   
An irresponsible schedule with inadequate breaks leads to driver fatigue.  I met with MOA Risk 
manager  and Safety manager  in May 2016 to talk about the 
dangers of a risky schedule that is too tight.  They did not know how many pedestrians have 
been hit by buses, and told me it was not their issue!  (9 incidents that I know about in my 5 
years)   was surprised that drivers do not get a coffee break or that 4 minutes at 
the end of the route was routine scheduling.  They did not want to investigate and implied it 
was a personnel issue!   I believe an unrealistic schedule that pressures drivers to speed and 
push yellow and red lights, with little time for bathroom breaks (4 minutes really!) contributes 
to fatigue, risky behavior, and preventable accidents.   Drivers are automatically fired for 
running a red light while trying to stay on an unattainable schedule.   But the irresponsible 
schedule is a management choice and they consistently fail to acknowledge their role, instead 
shifting the blame to solely the driver’s error when accidents happen. 
Please consider recording the number of  pedestrians hit and investigate the reasons through 
an  independent agency.  Risk Management clearly told me they were not doing that. 
 
SAFETY from ASSAULTS 
Assaults on drivers are escalating, both physical and verbal.  Management has insisted that 
drivers must tolerate drunken and drugged behavior on the bus so the schedule is kept on 
time. Other customers are troubled and drivers are distracted at the very least.  How safe are 
those passengers with troublemakers acting out on the bus?  Because of the long response 
time, APD is rarely called to intervene.  Drivers have been physically attacked while in the 
driver’s seat, and management likes to keep that quiet.  The Code of Conduct posted on buses 
is rarely enforced. 



With the increasing attacks on drivers, management’s laissez faire policies are clearly not 
working. As drivers are not backed by management and problems are not confronted, drivers 
are left to tolerate too much abuse, and problems are escalating.  Drivers are discouraged 
from insisting on even basic rules like paying the fare, which is upsetting for other customers 
and contributes to more bad behavior.  Better reporting of incidents  and followup is needed, 
but that is actually  discouraged by management.  Troublemakers on the bus will brag that 
nothing will happen when they are asked to follow the rules.  Director Hassan stated at a 
February 15, 2018 meeting of the Public Transportation Advisory Board ( PTAB) that he wants 
to avoid confrontation and so condones giving  free rides to avoid medical costs from drivers 
being attacked.  What effect does this have on the customers who pay to ride?  How much 
does this disempower the driver?  Who is in control?  Why is MOA waiting for a lawsuit?    
Lawlessness on the bus and the worker’s compensation numbers for drivers are climbing.   In 
Seattle it is a felony to attack a driver. 
According to the 2015 Marketing Plan presented by the Public Transportation Department in 
Nov. 2014, “there is a stigma associated with using fixed route transportation.....furthermore, 
in 2014 the department continued to struggle with small segments of the overall ridership that 
present on-going, poor passenger conduct including public inebriation, poor hygiene and fare 
evasion.  These activities impact customer experience.”  These problems are still being 
ignored. 
A past Public Transportation Advisory Board member  has publicly said that he does 
not feel safe at Downtown Transit.  Minutes from PTAB May 2017 notes Levy suggested a new 
safety committee be created to make sure buses and the transit center were safe.  
Unfortunately he stepped down from the board and safety on buses has not been addressed 
by PTAB. 
 
MORALE 
I have seen excellent drivers give up hope that management would ever address these real 
problems.  There is a 20% turnover of drivers per year (1% where I drove in Minnesota), and 
the driver vacancies were 10% in this past summer.  Almost no one is able to take vacation 
time in the summer. In 2017 there was $700,000 in overtime, and some overtime is FORCED ( 
not voluntary)  because there are not enough drivers to cover routes.  Why would so many 
drivers leave a $45,000 plus job with benefits in this economy?  Ask the MOA Employee 
Relations office how many drivers have been hired and quit in the past 10 years.  It will be a 
shocking number. 
Evaluation and monitoring of management choices is desperately needed.  Last year bus 
routes were assessed, but not the management practices that are the root problem.  
Obstructing with spin and reassurance is not really indicative of good management.  Falling 
ridership, high driver turnover, large amounts in overtime, less experienced drivers, more 
training costs, more accidents due to fatigue, and a real lack of concern for customer service 
(discouraging drivers from assisting transfers to another bus) are all management choices that 
affect customer service. 
True oversight and monitoring of management could reap savings in overtime that could make 
a serious investigation worth the time and money. It is a management shake up that is 
desperately needed to save People Mover.  Current practices are not how a well run system 



operates!  
 
WHAT COULD BE DONE 
*** One important change that the mayor’s office could do inexpensively is when APD is 
needed,  the bus will not wait in place but will continue on route until APD can respond.  The 
current policy is that a bus has to stop until APD arrives.  That can often be 30 minutes or 
more, so drivers are reluctant to ask for assistance because that would make them very late 
and interfere with transfers.  Dispatch does not assist drivers to catch up time when buses are 
running late.  GPS and Bustracker could be used to find the bus in real time when APD is ready 
to respond.  That would be an important change.  Because when the driver is being harassed 
and calls on the radio for assistance,  that radio is broadcasting to all other buses on the road.  
Not only are the passengers on that bus alarmed, but all other customers who are listening 
could also be scared.   Paying customers are giving up.  Is it safe to be on the bus when even 
the driver cannot control the situation?  This is  distracted driving to the extreme.  The issue of 
a few chronic bad actors is instead ignored. 
*** Assign several APD officers part time or hire a liaison that could be familiar with bus 
drivers and their specific issues, and who could be called when there is trouble.   The transit 
system has chronic alcoholic, homeless, drug related  troubled social/mental problem 
customers who know there is no enforcement and so are free to harass the drivers and 
customers. A liaison could act as community outreach and prevention counseling.  Why not 
deal with the problems where they are and stop the effect on the riding public?  This is a huge 
distracted driving issue that is not recognized.  Do not the homeless panhandlers have an APD 
liaison of this type? 
*** Insist that PM management create an honest schedule.  Only 4 minutes between routes 
does not support safety, pedestrians, customer service or driver morale.  Counting unloading 
times as a driver’s break is not ethical or fair, and has been all too common.  To do a good job 
drivers need time for customer service, for information requests, and to address escalating 
troublemaker disputes on the bus.  Driver stress and fatigue created by the current schedule 
has a correlation with ridership in decline. Additionally drivers resent the disrespect of no 
reliable bathroom breaks! 
*** Encourage reliable reporting of incidents on the bus by drivers to an outside office, like 
APD or a liaison.  Many drivers are afraid they will be blamed, no matter what, if they write an 
incident report.  That has been the pattern in the past.  For example one supervisor accused a 
female driver of being at fault when she was the one punched in the arm by a passenger!  
With no management support and only criticism, few drivers write incident reports.  It is an 
escalating problem that management will not address, because if they discourage driver 
reports, they can plead ignorance and do not have to deal with the increasing problems. “ You 
cannot fix what you do not know.”  A retired shop steward told me that management does use 
incident reports when considering discipline, even when the two are not at all related.   
Drivers are fearful of retaliation. 
*** Record and investigate the pedestrians “bumped” by buses instead of condoning 
management’s habit of pretending it was solely a driver error.  I know drivers who are fatigued 
and feel forced to drive faster than they feel is safe, and that creates excessive risk of 
mistakes. 



*** Conduct exit interviews.  Why are so many drivers willing to resign? Consider an 
anonymous questionnaire for current and past drivers to find their suggestions for 
improvement.  Retaliation has been prevalent in the past for complaints about management 
and thus drivers do have good reason for not wanting their names shared with management. 
Someone needs to get the truth and a wider picture of the management system currently at 
People Mover. 
*** Contact First Group, an international transit management company, to evaluate the 
current management culture at People Mover.    

              
Management’s decisions to keep too many schedules under too much pressure has caused 
too much stress for drivers.  Buses that cannot be on time most of the time, especially in the 
winter,   will have more accidents.  Management has not accepted full responsibility for the 
problems they have caused.  Consistently shorting drivers breaks and not assisting drivers to 
catch up so as to start the next route on time is a management mistake.  Blaming drivers when 
their breaks are fictional, on-paper breaks, and not real actual breaks should be corrected 
immediately. 
Even though I was told several times by People Mover staff that the Duluth Transit Authority 
(DTA) had been contacted as I had urged, that was not true.  I contacted DTA director  

5 times in the past 4 years and he told me he never heard from People Mover.   
 was eager to offer help.  The real loss was the missed opportunity to compare a system 

similar to PM but with DTA’s greater success in ridership percentage numbers, low driver 
turnover, one Teamster grievance per YEAR, 96% on time performance, 7 electric buses, AND 
all on a lower budget than People Mover. 
  had 37 years experience managing Duluth Transit and was an evaluator for 
other regional transit companies in the Midwest.  I visited  in August 2017 in 
Minnesota to ask him about the differences in PM management and DTA’s.  He confirmed to 
me that PM practices are not the industry norm. Since  recently retired, he 
suggested that First Group, an international transit company for whom he worked, be 
contacted.  First Group could evaluate if People Mover was within the norms of standard 
operations for a well run transit system. They could make suggestions about how to save 
money, and to improve the current system.  I was told that First Group would not charge for 
an initial evaluation.    
There is a real need for transformation and a SUBSTANTIAL OVERHAUL at People Mover.  A 
change in management could be the most effective way of saving a deteriorating system and 
could save money.  The MANAGEMENT CULTURE has no real respect for drivers, and has failed 
the very basic bathroom needs of drivers.  This affects customer service, safety, and reliability 
and trust in the whole system.   
What is the cost of preventable accidents, unnecessary property damage, workers 
compensation injuries, liabilities, or a future lawsuit due to knowingly tolerating risky behavior 
from management choices?  The ridership numbers are still falling, and drivers are leaving a 
job where management is not trusted to do the right thing, to treat them fairly and to feel 
supported or valued.  Please ask the drivers themselves through an anonymous survey. 
The architects of the failed system defend their choices so reassuringly that major problems 
have festered for years with no real improvement.  True oversight has to come from outside 



with authority to override PM management which will probably throw up roadblocks and 
resist real change.  They cannot cure themselves, only offer excuses to avoid a true shakeup. 
The future of PM will depend on your decision for PM management.  I strongly believe that 
inertia will lead to failure at this risky juncture.  There needs to be an honest evaluation of 
current PM management practices.   Because of your background at PM, you should realize 
the cost of not preventing one major pedestrian accident is too great a threat not to act. 
Thank you for your attention to this important issue, 
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